PENDING FEDERAL BILLS MAY AFFECT CLUBS

Washington watchers know that in the first 90 days of every session of Congress a great many pieces of legislation are introduced. The 93d Congress is no exception; over 6,500 bills had been brought before the House by early April and more than 1,500 had been introduced in the Senate.

What is unusual this year is that so many of these bills may have a direct or at least peripheral effect on golf clubs.

Many of them, of course, may not pass this or any session of Congress. Other measures will be amended or altered, so that their impact on clubs will be greatly reduced, even eliminated. It is a good idea, however, to be aware of these potential laws. They could affect the conduct or operation of your club or golf course. Consider these important areas.

MINIMUM WAGE: The House General Labor Subcommittee is completing work on two bills: HR 2831 (Erlenborn, R-Ill.) and HR 4757 (Dent, D-Pa.). The former would increase wages to $2.10 in two years, the latter to $2.20 in one year. Because of the makeup of the committee, it is likely that HR 4757 will be the vehicle for markup and although it is likely that many segments of HR 2831 will be introduced as amendments from the House floor, it was evident from the hearings on the bill that a spirit of compromise prevails and that there will be an increase in the minimum wage.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH ACT: Over 20 bills have been introduced in the House and the Senate; most are designed to expedite inspections and relieve the burden the present act places on employers. Of these, S 1147 (Dominick, R-Colo.) is receiving the most publicity, although S 1249 (Curtis, R-Neb.) and HR 5996 (Steiger, R-Wis.) go even further in their special treatment for smaller business organizations, including private golf clubs.

TOXIC SUBSTANCES: There are a host of bills currently before Congress that are concerned with the environment, plus a whole new set of...
IF...
YOU OWN OR OPERATE A:
Pro Shop
Golf Course
Driving Range
Par-3 Course
Miniature Course

...SEND NOW,
FOR OUR
New 1973 64-page
Wholesalers Catalog
of Golf Supplies
Balls, clubs, club repair supplies, tees,
mats, pails, markers, retrievers, golf
bags, obstacles, ball washers, ball
pickers, electric bug killers, ball
striping & painting, supplies, grips,
ets, shoes & accessories, umbrellas
... and more!
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MONTEX
GOLF CAR
One of the best fleet golf cars on
the market today is now available to
golf car dealers and golf course
owners throughout the country.
Starting from zero in 1971, in
Florida, we almost matched our
competition the first year and out-
sold all the golf car companies in
our territory by better than 2 to 1
in 1972 (list of sales available by
written request).
Montex Golf Car production has
increased enough so now you can
have this golf car on your golf
course. Join the winner. Call
(305-395-4414) or write for further
information.

Lew Montgomery, Inc.
145 N. W. 20th Street
Boca Raton, Florida 33432
For more information circle number 172 on card

POA ANNUA: CONTINUED
RESEARCH
Research notes—the Poa annua
Zealand Institute for Turf Culture
Newsletter N. 78. pp. 54-55. (from
the New Zealand Institute for Turf
Culture. P.O. Box 725, Palmerston,
North, New Zealand).
The paper describes some experi-
ments conducted on a bowling green
in New Zealand concerning annual
bluegrass seed production. The ap-
proach involved the collection of
seed by means of a large commer-
cial vacuum machine, which was op-
erated over the entire surface of a
full size bowling green at intervals
of two to three weeks for a four-
month period during prime seed
production. The seed, sawdust and
surface debris were removed by the
machine and collected in a large fil-
ter bag. The collected material was
subsequently run through a seed
cleaning machine and a subsample
counted to determine the number of
seeds present. Appropriate calcula-
tions were made to determine the
total number of seeds removed by
this method.
The results show that there were
roughly 5½ million seeds removed
from the bowling green area during
a four month period, equivalent to
approximately 2 ½ seeds per square
inch. This represents the number of
seeds left in the immediate surface
area after a substantial number of
seeds had been removed by the
mowing operation involving a catch-
er. Thus, a sizable quantity of an-
nual bluegrass seed will accumulate
over a period of years. To confirm
this situation another experiment
was conducted to determine the
number of annual bluegrass seeds
buried in the surface soil zone of
the bowling green. Counts from the
same green indicated that there
were approximately 72 seeds per
surface square inch present in the
top one inch of the soil. Approxi-
mately 50 per cent of these seeds
were within one-quarter inch of the
surface.
Comments: The above paper illus-
trates the prolific seed production
capability of annual bluegrass (Poa
annua L.). An earlier study in west-
ern British Columbia showed that
one annual bluegrass plant pro-
duced 360 seeds between May and
August. Extensive seed production
can occur even at a cutting height
of 0.25 inch. In the United States,
seed production of annual blue-
grass occurs throughout the entire
year, but is most prolific during the
month of May when flower develop-
ment can reduce the quality of the
putting green surface.
Not only is annual bluegrass a
prolific seed producer, but it also
has the unique capability to ripen
and produce viable seeds within one
to two days after pollination. It
should also be kept in mind that not
all strains of annual bluegrass are
comparable in terms of prolific
seed production. There are peren-
niial, creeping types that have min-
imal seed production, and the seed
that is produced has a limited dor-
mancy factor. This contrasts with
the annual, bunch types, which are
extremely prolific seed producers
with a high percentage of the seed
possessing a dormancy factor. The
term “dormancy factor” means that
the seed can remain in the soil for
an extended period of time, even un-
der favorable moisture and temper-
ature conditions, without germina-
tion occurring. This characteristic
along with the prolific seed produc-
tion and capability to produce vi-
able seed within one to two days af-
ter pollination enable annual blue-
grass to survive and persist under a
wide range of environmental, soil
and cultural conditions.
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RIDE ................. (seat for two)

HAUL ................. (500 pounds gross)

TOW .................. (pulls like a mule!)

Snowco's variable speed, torque converter drive converts the output of an 8 HP engine into almost unbelievable power for hauling and towing over all terrain.

Wide low pressure tires protect turf from compaction or other damage; and, at the same time, enable the Power-Kart to buck through mud and sand.

Save hundreds of dollars in time plus (as compared with larger vehicles) original cost, maintenance and operating costs.

SEND COUPON TODAY!

THE SNOW COMPANY
Division of Beatrice Foods Co.
4377 McKinley Omaha, Nebraska 68112

Please send illustrated folder on the Power-Kart.

NAME ____________________________

TITLE ____________________________

CLUB ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY __________ STATE __________ ZIP __________

Check if dealer □
WHEN IT'S
PYTHIUM
SEASON!

Mallinckrodt

KOBAN®
BRAND TURF FUNGICIDE

IS YOUR POSITIVE
CONTROL... BOTH
PREVENTIVE AND
CURATIVE!

Once the early
morning combination of
temperature and relative humidity
exceeds 150°, the Pythium season already
has started! KOBAN is the most effective Pythium control known, when used either preventively
or curatively. Even if Pythium already has started, a single KOBAN application will stop it . . . and
keep it controlled . . . for 5 to 10 days! KOBAN can be used any time, day or night, because it's
not light sensitive. Don't wait for the Pythium season, plan your prevention program now, with
KOBAN! Get it from your Mallinckrodt distributor today!

Ask your distributor for free Mallinckrodt booklet.

MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS
St. Louis
Jersey City • Los Angeles • Montreal

For more information circle number 176 on card
WHAT? NO PENSION?
A good friend of long standing, a retired golf course superintendent now living in Florida, wrote to me recently. After 26 years of devoted service to his club (and he had many good years of service left) he was "retired," actually dismissed, without a pension of any kind. I know the man and I know the club. He introduced innovations in equipment, fertilizers, ground covers and many other things. What I don't understand is how the businessmen for whom he worked could so callously turn him out to pass-endowment. It is a bit like un-harnessing the horse, opening the pasture gate and giving him a slap on the rump.

This friend is understandably bitter, soft-spoken as he is. It is too late to turn back the clock for him, but his experience, which is shared by many, should guide present and future negotiations between club and superintendent. Surely there must be some guidelines that can help the new or old superintendent achieve a just and honorable contract, which will help to sustain him when he retires. Club officials should bow their heads in shame if they do not insist upon some such stipulation in the contract. One may safely assume that nine out of 10 businessmen in the club have made sure that they will have a retirement income. Shouldn't they also do the same for one of their most devoted employees?

I have just talked with another good friend who has been at his club since it was built about 1952. He has tried to negotiate a retirement benefit for several years, but each time he is told that he is selfish in wanting something just for himself. These short-sighted officials one day will wonder, "Why can't we attract good men?" The horse is not likely to be drawn to an empty feed-bag.

MULTIPLE SOLUTION
Q—In reviewing your Q's and A's, we see that on more than one occasion you stress the value of white soluble sulfate of potash, which can be applied in water suspension. We note, too, that for putting greens, you seem to favor sprayable powdered ureaform. We can obtain the UF powder, but can't find the sprayable sulfate of potash. If there any possibility that the UF people might supply the K<SO4 along with their product or even in a mixture? (Virginia)

A—Recent contacts with manufacturers of both products give me hope that the UF people will supply the sprayable potash, too. One outfit is considering a 3-0-1 ratio mix of UF powder and sprayable (no clog) potash. Because some conditions dictate a different ratio (3-0-2 in some cases), it is important to have the sulfate of potash on hand as a separate item. As you are well aware, the big advantage of sprayable powders over granular products is "no mower pickup." Safety also counts.

WHEN TO ADD P?
Q—On our 18 hole course (sandy soil, very porous soil in the greens) we have what many golfers call "near perfect putting turf." They put true, are resilient without being spongy, a well-played shot holds very well and the color and texture are excellent. The grass is Penn-cross, which is very responsive to our program.

I want to outline the feeding program and then ask the $64 question.
SLOW PLAY STOPS PROFITS

Here are some startling dollars and cents facts on what slow play is costing golf facilities—at a time when they can least afford it. And some courses refuse to tolerate it

by DON CURLEE

Speeding up play has not become a crusade in the golf business yet, but an undercurrent among professionals, managers and course officials is gaining momentum. This is especially true in California where simple arithmetic proves the point. Because golf is mostly a year-round proposition there, multiplying the rounds sacrificed to slow play each weekend by 52 and affixing a dollar figure constitutes strong testimony for "moving them out."

One professional estimates that slow play costs the course $100 on an average Saturday in green fees alone, to say nothing of sales in the shop. The lower rate of play is reflected in lower returns from golf car rentals and practice range income, as well as in the food and drink concessions.

Municipal and public play courses feel the impact of slow play most intensely, although private clubs are not immune. Appeal to a fickle public is the basis for success in a public play operation, whereas loyalty and investment often will cause private club members to be more patient with the irritation of slow play. Of course, club members are likely to argue that they are more serious golfers (which may or may not cause them to play faster), with a lower percentage of beginners and hackers in their midst.

Speeding up play is considered so important at Franklin Canyon GC, a privately owned, public play course about 25 miles northeast of San Francisco, that a radical starting procedure on the front and back nines at the same time is put into effect on weekends from March to October each year. Foursomes are started front and back from 6 a.m. until 8:06—144 players. The course is closed until 10:15, when the same procedure is repeated, another 144 players are started by 1 p.m., with the course closed until about 3:15 when it is opened to regular play.

Marshaling coordinates the cross-over from one nine to the other two hours after starting. Owner Pat Markovich describes the results.
"Knowing they must be back at the clubhouse in two hours puts a gentle pressure on our golfers that they seem to like—at least they respond well to it. Golfers don’t want to spend five or six hours to play; they just seem to fall into the practice if something isn’t done to encourage them. We think we’ve found the subtle persuader." This is the third year the system has been practiced.

Once the golfers are on their ways the professionals and staff members are free to spend adequate time with customers in the shop and in teaching. Regular players who come early for their starting times and drop-in customers appreciate the individual attention. Course management maintains a close communication with its men’s club and other golfers in the area, so few are surprised or unnecessarily disappointed when the system is put into effect.

"The greatest evil of slow play is the loss of income," Markovich says. "Every seven minutes we save represents $24 (four $6 green fees). Our income has improved in the past two years because of our double shift starting system, and the average time for 18 holes has dropped from 5 1/2 hours to just over four hours."

The example of the Los Angeles Recreation and Parks Department in its Go-Golf promotion two years ago gives further evidence that golfers want to play faster rounds and will respond when they are encouraged tactfully. Golf Director Ray Goates feels the experiment in offering prizes and public recognition to foursomes playing in 3 1/2 hours or less has had a lasting effect. Rounds at the city’s courses are completed regularly in about 4 1/2 hours now, and golfers themselves are eliminating many of the former causes for slower rounds.

One of the lingering practices, which serves as a subtle reminder, is the posting of all lapsed times by foursomes at all city courses. Knowing they are being timed causes most golfers to eliminate many slow play habits. Distinctive plantings 150 yards from each green have been added at all city courses also to minimize the time required to compute yardage and select clubs.

Goates says, "We consider it a major accomplishment that we’ve reversed the trend toward longer rounds. It had us deeply concerned because we didn’t see how we could accommodate the increasing number of people who want to play. Go-Golf with its gimmicks made an issue out of the need to play faster and helped prove to golfers they can play faster and better."

The 18 cups at the Rancho Park GC in Los Angeles have been equipped with automatic ball ejectors that toss balls back out of the cups three to six feet. Time saving is not as important here, from Goates’ viewpoint, as the traffic around the cup. "It may allow us to change the cups every other day instead of every day," he says, a practical application.

Go-Golf has caused members of the men’s and women’s clubs at the courses in Los Angeles to continue to encourage faster play among themselves, through notices and editorial reminders in their bulletins and by calling attention to the need and recognition for consistently faster players.

Knowing their golf clienteles is the key to two other operations, which have made noteworthy progress in keeping play moving. One is the privately owned, public play Riverside GC near San Jose and the other is the Sacramento Parks and Recreation Department. Riverside has established a solid reputation for faster play. It is the home of the Four-Hour Club, a group golfers can join only if they prove they can complete a round in less than four hours. When strangers call for starting times, they are told it is the practice at Riverside to play in four hours or less. If they are beginners they usually admit it and take a later time.

"We find that most golfers want to play fast," says Harry Brown, co-manager at Riverside. "It’s a matter of education with new players; they don’t get enough information. I’ve found groups two holes behind the foursome ahead without realizing it. We try to spot the slow players very early in the round—the third hole at the latest—and then inform them of the practice of playing rapidly."

Brown says he expects that golf cars will be required soon at Riverside for groups who tee off before 8 a.m., and tournaments are never accepted on Saturdays before 10:30—and then only if the group is known to play fast.

At one point Brown, with his brother, Bill, thought low handicappers were the faster players and restricted the early tee-off times on weekends to better players. They learned, however, that low scores and faster play are not synonymous, and they found that many of their regular high handicappers felt they were the victims of discrimination.

As Golfdom talked with Brown, he spread out the reservation sheet for the following weekend, pointing to those he knows can set a fast pace or at least keep up and to those who bear watching and marshaling. The Browns believe that granting preferred starting times to members of their Four-Hour Club is going to enhance the reputation Riverside has established for faster play.

In Sacramento Superintendent of Golf Dale Achondo says that slow play never has been a serious problem, but he knows why—his department continually works to correct it.

Reservations for weekend play are taken for the city’s two 18-hole courses in person only at 6:30 a.m. Tuesdays at the Park and Recreation Department. Marshals from the two courses are in charge of sign-ups. They issue a receipt to each person in exchange for a $1 reservation fee. The receipt must be presented by the person who received it at the golf course on Saturday to claim the starting time. He can’t ask a relative to stand in line for him.

The two marshals, both good golfers and both in their jobs for long periods, know golfers well and they know their playing habits, fast or slow. Golfers, they find, are creatures of habit and like to take the same tee-off time each week. But when they get a newcomer in the early starters they know he bears continued on page 18
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watching to avoid falling off the pace. Although the marshals are respected for their own golfing abilities and knowledge, occasionally they encounter golfers who simply can't respond to their encouragement to play faster. In these cases the marshals invite them to play at a later time or during the week and give them a rain check.

“We lose revenue on repeat business if we allow the rate of play to slow down,” Achondo explains. “Golfers in our area simply won't play courses where they must wait on every tee; they'll drive a few miles to a less crowded course. We have to keep things moving or lose our players.”

The only complaints Achondo has received have been in the form of anonymous letters and phone calls. He always offers to make an appointment for the complainer with the offending marshal, but none has ever materialized. “When the marshals encounter the types who argue that they paid to play and will go at the speed they want, they explain that they are making 150 golfers behind them miserable, and that usually speeds things up.”

Achondo is convinced that the age, experience and approach of his marshals are a key to the system, and recommends strongly against trying to duplicate it with young marshals. Older golfers don't cooperate well with young marshals.

The classic story about the stubborn I-paid-to-play syndrome involves the Carmel Valley GC near Carmel, a private course offering nonproprietary memberships. Several years ago when the course was new, President Ed Haber was having repeated confrontations with one particular member who regularly held up play. Haber's personal reminder to him at the turn one day brought a particularly indignant response, and even slower play on the back nine. Haber greeted him at the 18th green with a check for $3,600, at that time the price of his membership.

The National Golf Foundation has been a consistent advocate of faster play. West Coast representative for the NGF Buddy Johnson explains, “We're going to find ourselves short of golf courses, so we must make the best use of those we have.” Current NGF emphasis is on design, working with the parks and recreation personnel in municipal set-ups and encouraging golf course architects to consider the speed of play as they design municipal and public play layouts.

“We encourage them to design shorter courses with less hazards wherever possible—not Mickey Mouse courses—but grass bunkers substituted for sand in some areas, particularly the fairways,” Johnson says.

Johnson also offered a credible diagnosis for the plague of slow play. “One reason is the great influx of golfers in the past 15 years. It has exceeded our ability to educate them in regard to etiquette. They take their instruction from television; it's their only source.”

Johnson feels the Professional Golfers' Assn. and individual members probably are the large-scale solution to speeding up play through instruction, guidance and encouragement. Even the touring professionals have made slow play an issue on several occasions, and Johnson thinks it may come to some tournament rules someday—such as not walking ahead of the ball in the fairway, lining up a putt from one side of the hole only and official censure if a group falls as much as one hole behind the group ahead.

To make real progress every golf course must offer its own encouragement for its players to move along faster, and the professional is the key to it in most cases. The NGF appeals to the personal interests of professionals in business schools and at PGA section meetings, where it points out that additional players mean additional revenue and merchandise sales. Hopefully, this lesson won't be lost on professionals, who have the most to gain from implementing a faster play program at their respective clubs.

The NGF, golfers and golf management in Los Angeles, owners and players at several other western courses are getting the message that faster play benefits everyone. As more receive it, the undercurrent could become a groundswell.
It's Hard
To Tip This Baby!

A golf car must be tough. There's not a golf course anywhere in the world too tough for the PlayMaster 501E. This golf car has a unique front end that helps keep all four wheels on the ground regardless of the terrain. Its suspension system gives you the smoothest ride you've ever had! Write for descriptive literature, price and delivery information.

A golf car must be tough. There's not a golf course anywhere in the world too tough for the PlayMaster 501E. This golf car has a unique front end that helps keep all four wheels on the ground regardless of the terrain. Its suspension system gives you the smoothest ride you've ever had! Write for descriptive literature, price and delivery information.

PlayMaster distributorships still available in prime areas.

PlayMaster
CORPORATION
P. O. Box 2329 / Garland, Texas 75041
(214) 272-8526
The word we get is that a lot of the touring pros who swing Power-Bilt® woods aren't Hillerich & Bradsby staff members. So they've found ways to cover up our name.

By itself, that isn't going to ring up any sales. But what it means should mean a lot of business for you. It means that Power-Bilt woods have earned the acceptance of people who play golf for a living. People who won't settle for anything but the best no matter whose ads they appear in or whose name is painted on their bags.

That has to be one of the most compelling sales messages you ever had working for you. And add to it the fact that we'll be supporting you with the most extensive consumer advertising program in H&B history and you've got a one-two sales punch that'll be tough for anybody to beat.

If a lot of touring pros cover up our name, how's that going to make you any richer?